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            Abstract
Individual neurons in many cortical regions have been found to encode specific, identifiable features of the environment or body that pertain to the function of the region1,2,3. However, in frontal cortex, which is involved in cognition, neural responses display baffling complexity, carrying seemingly disordered mixtures of sensory, motor and other task-related variables4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13. This complexity has led to the suggestion that representations in individual frontal neurons are randomly mixed and can only be understood at the neural population level14,15. Here we show that neural activity in rat orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is instead highly structured: single neuron activity co-varies with individual variables in computational models that explain choice behaviour. To characterize neural responses across a large behavioural space, we trained rats on a behavioural task that combines perceptual and value-guided decisions. An unbiased, model-free clustering analysis identified distinct groups of OFC neurons, each with a particular response profile in task-variable space. Applying a simple model of choice behaviour to these categorical response profiles revealed that each profile quantitatively corresponds to a specific decision variable, such as decision confidence. Additionally, we demonstrate that a connectivity-defined cell type, orbitofrontal neurons projecting to the striatum, carries a selective and temporally sustained representation of a single decision variable: integrated value. We propose that neurons in frontal cortex, as in other cortical regions, form a sparse and overcomplete representation of features relevant to the regionâ€™s function, and that they distribute this information selectively to downstream regions to support behaviour.
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                    Fig. 1: Reward-biased psychometric odour discrimination task to probe decision-variable integration.[image: ]


Fig. 2: OFC neurons form nine discrete clusters.[image: ]


Fig. 3: OFC neuron clusters represent putative decision variables.[image: ]


Fig. 4: OFC clusters quantitatively encode theÂ full decision-variable model.[image: ]


Fig. 5: OFC-to-striatum projection neurons encode integrated value across task epochs.[image: ]
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The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study are available from the corresponding author upon request.



Code availability


Software for ePAIRS and eRP is available at https://github.com/KepecsLab/EllipticalClustering.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Rat behaviour reflects an integration of evidence and reward-size.
aâˆ’e, Average psychometric functions in unbiased, left and right bias blocks as a function of the odour percept (nÂ =Â 67 sessions). The decision-variable model (a) and actual data from the same data (b) (replication of Fig. 1c) are shown. c, Odour sampling time was larger for small rewards than for large rewards. Errors are shown as mean Â± s.e.m. (nÂ =Â 3 rats). d, The model provides an excellent fit of choice patterns for each session. e, Choice driven by the relative value of left choice (replication of Fig. 1e). f, Histogram across sessions, comparing the ratio of actual reward obtained to a model relying on odour stimuli but ignoring reward size. g, Histogram across sessions, comparing the ratio of actual reward obtained to a model relying on reward size but ignoring odour stimuli. hâˆ’l, Same convention as aâˆ’e but reporting the bias arising from the outcome of the previous trial during the control block without reward bias (nÂ =Â 67 sessions). h, i, The probability for left choice as a function of odour percept for all trials or separated by which choice (left/right) was rewarded in the previous trial. â€˜Left reinforcedâ€™ indicates that rats are rewarded (correct) on the left side in the previous trial or not rewarded (error) on the right side, regardless of the stimulus conditions used in previous trials. The decision-variable model accurately predicts changes in choice probability (h, i) arising due to previous outcome. j, Odour sampling time was larger after a previously unrewarded choice than for a previously rewarded choice. Errors are shown as mean Â± s.e.m. (nÂ =Â 3 rats). The model provides an accurate fit across sessions (k) driven by the relative value of the left choice (l).


Extended Data Fig. 2 Recording sites in lateral OFC and functional clustering across rats.
Recording sites in lateral OFC for all seven rats from cohort 1 and cohort 2 are shown. Histological section shown in left (rat C068), in which the red arrow indicates the tip of the tetrode bundle.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Profiles of individual neuron responses and population profiles in OFC.
a, Example response profiles are shown for several individual neurons. In each case, a schematic tuning curve representing a plausible decision variable is shown in left panels, while a matching neuronal response profile is shown in right panels. b, PCA decomposition of the OFC dataset reveals high dimensionality, with 21 principal components required to retain 90% of response profile variability. c, Diversity of tuning vectors for several example neurons in the space of the first three principal components. d, The three dominant principal components arising from a probabilistic PCA decomposition of 485 OFC response profiles, which account for ~40% of population variance. e, Distribution of firing rates for all neurons across all conditions. Firing rates for observed data (red dots) show a right-tailed distribution, with strong activation of most neurons for only a small subset of conditions. This pattern of activation is significantly sparser than expected from a normal distribution (black line) or trial-shuffled data (grey dots). f, Coefficients arising from PCA analysis show a similar long-tailed distribution compared to a normal distribution (blue line) or trail-shuffled data (grey dots).


Extended Data Fig. 4 Testing for random mixed selectivity.
aâˆ’d, Exemplar distributions of toy model neurons showing mixed selectivity, presented using the coefficients for two dominant eigenvectors (dimension 1 and dimension 2). Two neuronal subpopulations are shown in red and blue. Populations in the top panels (a, b) have equal variance in both dimensions, whereas populations in the bottom panels (c, d) do not. Populations in the left panels (a, c) can be said to show random mixed selectivity, whereas distributions in the right panels (b, d) do not. Only the distribution shown in panel a can be said to show spherical symmetry, necessitating the development of modified tests. eâˆ’h, Comparison of the PAIRS to the modified ePAIRS test, which accounts for elliptical distributions. e, f, Sensitivity analysis of PAIRS and ePAIRS, tested across several datasets whose variance structure matched the OFC data (green), including a spherically uniform Gaussian (blue) and collections of five randomly oriented von Mises distributions with varying Îº; blue, orange, yellow). Datasets were truncated at a given dimensionality, and mean P values are reported across 30 replicates. Results show that spherical PAIRS generates false-positive results when tested on non-spherical but otherwise i.i.d Gaussian data. The modified ePAIRS test successfully identifies the non-uniformity of strongly clustered data (ÎºÂ =Â 10) but not weaker clustering. The dimensionality required to reconstruct 70% and 90% of the variance in the full dataset is shown (grey lines). g, h, The ePAIRS measure, nearest-neighbour angles, is shown for OFC data (green) and bootstrap distributions (black). OFC data showed smaller angles than expected for both 1 and 10 nearest neighbours, suggesting strong clustering. iâˆ’l, Comparison of the random projection (RP) test to the elliptical random projection (eRP) test (eRP). i, j, We compared the RP and eRP tests on several datasets including an elliptical Gaussian distribution (dark blue) and collections of five randomly oriented von Mises distributions with ÎºÂ =Â 3 (light blue), and observed OFC data (green). Other parameters matched panels e, f. Results show that spherical RP generates false-positive results when tested on non-spherical but otherwise i.i.d Gaussian data (dark blue). The modified eRP test successfully identifies the non-uniformity of von Mises clusters, as well as OFC data, while rejecting spherically uniform Gaussian data. k, l, Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Kolmogorovâ€“Smirnov statistics arising in the eRP test. Results are shown for test distributions that are spherically uniform Gaussians (k), as well as for OFC data (l). m, Analysis of individual rats from cohort 1 and cohort 2. All rats showed significant deviation from uniformity for both ePAIRS and eRP tests. Top, histogram of nearest-neighbour angles for observed data (green) and bootstrap samples with similar elliptical distribution (black). All animals showed significant differences, assessed using a rank sum test. Middle, cumulative distribution of Kolmogorovâ€“Smirnov test statistics from eRP for bootstrap samples and observed data. Here each observation is the K-S statistic derived from comparing the distribution of projected angles onto a single random vector between observed data and a matching elliptical Gaussian distribution. This procedure is repeated for a set of k random vectors to generate the plotted distribution. This calculation is performed both for observed data (green) and for a simulated spherically uniform bootstrap distribution with matching samples size and ellipticity (black). Bottom, comparison of the observed median K-S statistic from observed data (green), to the distribution of medians observed across several realizations of a bootstrap distribution (grey). For all eRP estimates, higher K-S statistics denote greater deviation from uniform distribution, and all rats showed significant differences using a bootstrap test.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Stability of cluster identification.
a, Clusters are well distributed across animals from cohort 1. Cells in each cluster were generally drawn from all three animals, and rarely showed significant animal-specific bias. b, Table of the distribution of the neurons across rats from cohort 1 and across clusters identified through spectral clustering (see Fig. 2). c, Neurons in each cluster were plotted against the relative recording depths (normalized to 0â€“1 from recording starting point to end point shown in Extended Data Fig. 2) for each animal. dâˆ’h, Null relationships between spatial proximity and response correlation. d, For each pair of cells between all pairs of rats, we compared the pairwise mediolateral distances (x axis) to the pairwise correlations in response profiles (y axis). There is no significant relationship between mediolateral distance and magnitude of response correlation. e, This plot is identical to that in panel d, except that correlations are normalized for sign. f, Average magnitude of correlation between pairs of cells, analysed for all pairs of rats. Rats are ordered by electrode position, from medial to lateral. There is no obvious relationship between ML position order and average pair-wise correlation of neuronal response profiles. g, Panel g is the same as panel f but normalized for each rat (that is, relative to within-rat response variability). h, Average magnitude of correlation between a given rat, and all other rats, with error bars representing s.e.m. This is equivalent to the row average of panel f. i, Missing values are shown for all 485 neurons in cohort 1. Top, missing values are common for some conditions, because animals rarely make errors against high-reliability cues, and are further biased against certain errors during bias blocks. Six such conditions are dropped due to excessive missing data (black dots). Bottom, after removing these conditions, 42 conditions remain for analysis, with sporadic missing values. j, Missing values are imputed during preprocessing using probabilistic PCA. If these missing values influence clustering, we expect to see a consistent pattern of missing values in certain clusters. Although there is variation in missing values across clusters, there is no obvious pattern of missing data.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Response profiles of OFC neurons from cohort 2 replicate the results of cohort 1.
a, Distribution of variance across the first 29 eigenvectors for cohort 2, see Extended Data Fig. 3b for corresponding panel for cohort 1. b, Average correlations of individual cell response profiles with a set of canonical response profiles corresponding to decision variables side choice, confidence, reward size (trial-by-trial), previous outcome, and reward size (block average). The sign of the correlation was discarded and normalized across cells by the strongest correlation (that is, side choice). Two representations (previous outcome and block-wise reward size) showed reduced representation in animals from cohort 2. c, ePAIRS test, showing the distribution of nearest-neighbour distances between observed data in cohort 2 (green) and a bootstrap distribution derived from simulated data with a matching elliptical Gaussian (black). PÂ <Â 0.001, Rank sum test. d, Cumulative distribution function (CDF) for observed data (green) and a bootstrap distribution (black). Median values are shown with vertical lines. e, Distribution of median values for the K-S statistic across a set of bootstrap distributions (grey), compared to the median value for observed data (green). PÂ <Â 0.001, bootstrap test. f, ARI for spectral clustering across k (k-nearest neighbours used to generate the adjacency matrix) and number of clusters, showing marked clustering aroundÂ 11 clusters. g, Proportion of cells from each animal associated with each cluster. h, Left, dendrogram of inter-cluster distances. Middle, adjacency matrix, derived from kÂ =Â 21 using a correlation distance. Right, between- and within-cluster correlations. i, Average response profiles for each cluster in cohort 2. The format of this figure matches Fig. 3 in the main text. Overall, we identified 11 clusters, of which the top 7 (each containing >5% of the cells in the dataset) correspond to separable representations of choice, confidence and value.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Analysis of OFC response structure across behavioural epochs (cohort 1).
a, Clustering results and hyperparameter selection for responses in the stimulus epoch (most stable configuration: cÂ =Â 5 clusters and kÂ =Â 16 nearest neighbours). Each combination of parameters is evaluated for stability using the adjusted rand index (ARI) (seeÂ Methods and Fig. 2). b, Clustering results for the stimulus epoch. The relationship between the five clusters can be examined visually by observation of the nearest-neighbour graph (top) and the within-cluster and between-cluster correlation coefficient (bottom). c, Clustering results and hyperparameter selection for responses in the feedback epoch (most stable configuration: cÂ =Â 5 clusters and kÂ =Â 16 nearest neighbours). Each combination of parameters is evaluated for stability using the adjusted rand index (ARI) (seeÂ Methods and Fig. 2). d, Clustering results for the feedback epoch. The relationship between the five clusters can be examined visually by observation of the nearest-neighbour graph (top) and the within-cluster and between-cluster correlation coefficient (bottom). eâˆ’g, Full cluster response profiles for all three epochs. e, Average response profiles of each of the 9 identified response clusters in the anticipation epoch (compare to Fig. 2). For each cluster, the normalized firing rate is shown for all 42 behavioural conditions used to generate the clustering results (responses conditioned on stimulus and choice, unbiased, left bias, and right bias blocks; conditioned on outcome of the previous choice and the evidence supporting the current choice, previous outcome). In addition, normalized firing rates are shown conditioned on the size of the reward associated with the choice port (reward size). For each cluster, we also note the corresponding putative decision variable. f, Average response profiles of each of the five identified response clusters in the stimulus epoch. Conventions are the same as in e. Two of the clusters did not obviously map on a putative decision variable. g, Average response profiles of each of the five identified response clusters in the feedback epoch. Conventions are the same as in panel e. Two of the clusters did not map on a putative decision variable. h, i, Transition probabilities for neurons in a given cluster across subsequent epochs (compare to Fig. 5a). h, Transition probability for neurons belonging to a given cluster in the stimulus epoch to belong to a given cluster in the anticipation epoch (normalized per row). i, Transition probability between anticipation and feedback epochs (normalized per row). j, Neuron-based similarity measures across epochs. Neuronal response profiles are more similar across epochs for paired responses from the same neuron (red) compared to responses of two different neurons (black). Left, comparison of stimulus and anticipation epochs; right, comparison of anticipation and feedback epochs. Two-sample Kolmogorovâ€“Smirnov test. k, Cluster-based similarity measures across epochs. Clusters derived from different epochs are more likely to share members if the average response profiles of each cluster are similar. Left, comparison of stimulus and anticipation epochs; right, comparison of anticipation and feedback epochs.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Negative confidence is quantitatively represented in a cluster of OFC neurons.
a, Response profile of neurons in cluster 2 correspond to the decision-variable confidence(+). Panel (i): peri-stimulus time histogram of normalized firing rate, grouped based on the degree of evidence supporting choice. Panel (ii): trial-by-trial fit of each neuron in cluster 2 to choice evidence reveals significant representation of statistical decision confidence variable (R2 with PÂ <Â 0.05 based on bootstrap). Panels (iiiâ€“vi): normalized average tuning curves for neurons in cluster 2. Panel (iii) shows firing rate as a function of stimulus difficulty and choice (vevaiometric curve). Panel (iv) shows choice accuracy as a function of stimulus difficulty and firing rate (conditioned psychometric curve); (v) shows choice accuracy as a function of firing rate (calibration curve); and (vi) shows firing rate as a function of evidence supporting choice. Note that panels (iii) and (v) are replications of Fig. 4a bottom panels. b, Response profile of neurons in cluster 1, corresponding to a decision variable representation of confidence(âˆ’) (same convention as panel a). c, Response profile of neurons in cluster 3, corresponding to a decision-variable of integrated value(âˆ’). Panels (iâ€“v): the representation of integrated value is analysed similarly to confidence in panel a, with the following changes: (ii): trial-by-trial fit of integrated value reveals significant representation of negative integrated value (R2 with PÂ <Â 0.05 based on bootstrap). (vi): firing rate as a function of negative integrated value. (v): Choice accuracy as a function of firing rate (*PÂ <Â 0.01, t-test). (vi): Firing rate as a function of integrated value. Note that panel (iii) and (v) are replications of Fig. 4b bottom panels. d, Single neurons encode coherent combinations of confidence and reward size. Each neuronâ€™s response profile was fit to a two-parameter model representing confidence and reward size. For most neurons, regression coefficients (Î²) for each component share the same sign. Data are shown for all neurons (grey), and neurons with significant beta coefficients for both components are shown in blue (PÂ <Â 0.01 threshold). Polar histogram is significantly different from uniform (PÂ <Â 0.01). e, Elementary task variables defined for the regression model. Each task variable was z-scored according to the weight of its non-masked conditions, with masked conditions subsequently set to zero. f, Detailed results of the LASSO model from Fig. 4g for neuronal clusters, using both the canonical design matrix (corresponding to decision variables) and null models (corresponding to random rotations of the design matrix). Errors are shown as median Â± s.e.m. P value calculated as paired sign-rank test. g, Detailed results of the LASSO model shown in Fig. 4h for single neurons for both the canonical design matrix (corresponding to decision variables) and null models (corresponding to random rotations of the design matrix). Errors are shown as median Â± s.e.m. P value calculated as a two-sided t-test.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Time course clustering and positively outcome selective OFC-striatum projection neurons.
a, b, The ePAIRS (a) and eRP (b) tests reveals significant non-random clustering in the OFC population based on response profiles with temporal but not task-related information (seeÂ Methods). For ePAIRS, nearest neighbour angles were smaller than expected, suggestive of clustering (rather than dispersion). c, Clustering results and hyperparameter selection for temporal clustering (most stable configuration: cÂ =Â 8 clusters and kÂ =Â 13 nearest neighbours; compare to Fig. 3f; seeÂ Methods). d, Analysis of temporal response profiles (left); spectral clustering of temporal response profiles without tuning information reveals eight clusters with high within-cluster similarities (nÂ =Â 7 rats combined; Methods). Dynamics of the trial-averaged time course for single neurons in the eight clusters for rewardedÂ trials (middle) and error trials (right) are shown. We separated rewarded and error trials for this analysis as the actions performed during the outcome period are very different (drinking water versus return to centre port). e, Average dynamics of the trial-averaged time course for the eight clusters (green, rewarded trials; red, error trials). f, Average activity in correct trials (top) and average PSTH grouped by outcome (error, small reward, large reward) of identified OFCâ€“striatum projecting neurons that positively encoded outcome. Lower panels show that neurons are positively tuned to integrated value in the anticipation period and positive tuning to outcome in the feedback epoch and ITI. Conventions are the same as in Fig. 5h. g, Average PSTH of neurons in cluster A whose dynamics match those of optogenetically identified neurons encoding positive outcome (excluding optogenetically identified OFCâˆ’striatum projection neurons). Note that the coding of integrated value is weaker than for the negative population but still significant (r(90)Â =Â 0.1, PÂ =Â 0.02). Conventions are the same as in panel f.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Optogenetic identification of OFCâ€“striatum projection neurons.
aâˆ’e, An example neuron showing reliable light-evoked responses. a, For an example neuron, average waveforms of spontaneous (yellow) and light-evoked spikes (blue) across four tetrodes are very similar. b, Spike raster (top) and PSTH (bottom) for the light-activated cell in panel a aligned to light onset (1Â ms duration, first stimulus in a train). c, Reliability of the evoked responses to the first stimulus as a function of pulse duration. d, Probability of light-evoked spikes as a function of stimulation frequency (1Â ms duration, 20 repetitions). e, Spike raster (top) and PSTH (bottom) aligned to light onset for stimulation trials at 10Â Hz and 40Â Hz. f, Histogram of Pearsonâ€™s correlation coefficients between the waveforms of spontaneous and light-evoked for identified OFCâ€“striatum projecting neurons. g, Quantification of light-evoked responses, showing latency and jitter of light-evoked spikes for tagged neurons as a function of the reliability of evoking a response to light. Putative OFCâ€“striatum projection neurons are shown (blue points). h, z-scored PSTH of all identified OFCâ€“striatum projection neurons in response to 1â€“3Â ms blue light stimulation.
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